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EXT.WEST PLAINS-DAY

A PACHYCEPHALOSAURUS darts through the hilly grassland, its

tail, body and neck forming a perfect horizontal line. The

way evolution had built her. But she is not building speed

to charge, she is building speed to escape. A black off road

BUGGY appears into shot from behind one of the hills. It is

following the Pachy and gaining ground. Onboard are two men,

dinosaur handlers, wearing blue boiler suits. PERRY, 51, a

brown haired, moustachioed man who would look more at home

in the wild west is driving, his pot belly almost resting on

the steering wheel, while KYLE, 25, a blonde, rakish and

nervous looking man is riding shotgun and wearing a WHITE

HARD HAT, emblazoned with the Jurassic World logo, holding

on for dear life.

PERRY

(Into walkie talkie)

Control we are in hot pursuit of

the rogue Pachy and are preparing

to sing her a lullaby.

VOICE

(From walkie talkie)

Copy that.

The buggy speeds up, it is now within 20 feet of the

sprinting Pachy. Kyle tightly grips the frame of the buggy

as they fly over a small knoll, causing all four wheels to

leave the ground.

PERRY

Yee haw!

Kyle turns to look at Perry in wide eyed disbelief.

PERRY (CONT'D)

Ok son we are going to pop your

cherry.

KYLE

We're what?

PERRY

If you reach behind you under the

back seat you will find a case...

Inside it is a rifle... You will

unpack that rifle. You will load

that rifle. And you will shoot that

Pachycephalo-sumbitch.
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KYLE

...Yes sir.

PERRY

(Smiling, to himself)

Sir, yes sir.

Kyle twists his body to the right to try and reach behind

for the case but his positioning is too awkward, he twists

back around to the left instead and starts fumbling around

under the back seat. Perry furrows his brow and looks back

at him struggling.

PERRY

Jesus Christ.

As the buggy starts to pull alongside the Pachy, the

greenery of the fields is starting to become a little more

heavily populated by trees. Kyle now has the CASE on his

knee, flips it open to reveal a long green TRANQUILIZER

RIFLE, and three DARTS, silver with red feathers. He picks

one dart up to look at it. As he does this the Pachy swerves

one way round a tree, while the buggy swerves the other,

causing Kyle to drop the dart. It lands face down, sticking

up out of the floor of the buggy, inches from his foot. He

looks down and gasps before picking it back up and starting

to load it into the rifle.

KYLE

Only three darts?

PERRY

Only three. You won't be needing

any more will ya?

Kyle pulls back the lever on the rifle, loads the dart, and

takes aim. Perry looks across and tries to keep the buggy in

line with the Pachy. Kyle steadies himself, takes a deep

breath, three...two...one...CLICK. He pulls the trigger but

nothing happens.

PERRY

Cock...

Kyle spins his head and looks at Perry confused. Perry looks

back at him, raises his eyebrows and gestures with his eyes

towards the rifle.

PERRY

Cock the rifle...

Kyle looks back down at the weapon, cocks it and takes aim
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once again. He FIRES! The dart WHISTLES past the Pachy.

KYLE

Damn, I missed.

PERRY

If at first you don't succeed?

Kyle takes a second dart out of the case and loads up the

gun. He aims and FIRES! THUD. The dart hits the Pachy

straight in the side of her domed skull. The Pachy lets out

a roar and looks towards the buggy. Perry looks across to

see the dart sticking out of the Pachy's skull.

PERRY

Well that won't work.

Again Kyle reaches for a new dart. The third and final one.

By now the fields are almost completely covered in trees,

and the characters' view of the Pachy is obscured on and off

every second as it runs by them. And to make matters worse,

they are fast approaching an area of thick, dense jungle.

PERRY (CONT'D)

I don't mean to put the pressure on

here son but we are running out of

grass. If we don't take this animal

down now we will lose her. And that

is not gonna look good when the

Christmas bonuses get dished out.

Kyle by now is sweating in the Costa Rican sun. He wipes his

face with his hand and tries to calm his breathing. The

jungle is getting nearer and nearer. Kyle closes one eye and

squints down the sights of the rifle. His view is constantly

changing. Tree. Dinosaur. Tree. Dinosaur. Tree. Dinosaur.

PERRY

Take the shot Klye...

KYLE

...I...can't...sPERRY

Take the shot Kyle...

Kyle's breathing becomes heavier. He slowly edges his finger

down on the trigger.

PERRY

(Shouting)

...KYLE TAKE THE SHOT!
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PFFT. The last dart fires. And hits a tree!

PERRY

Ah shit...

In an instant, Perry takes his right hand off the wheel,

digs inside his boiler suit and pulls out a small, brown

TRANQUILIZER GUN. He flicks the safety, spins his arm out

across Kyle's face and fires at the Pachy, hitting her in

the meat of the thigh. The animal immediately pulls up and

lets out a roar as she slows down to a walk. It soon becomes

clear that she is losing consciousness. Perry brings the

buggy to a halt near the Pachy, which is now totally unable

to find its bearings and is spinning and stumbling

aimlessly. Perry steps out of the buggy and starts ambling

towards her.

PERRY

I always get the girl.

The Pachy just about manages to focus on Perry, and in a

final act of desperation, starts charging towards him. Perry

gasps and freezes. Just as he prepares for a meeting with

the Pachy's 10 inch thick skull, Kyle runs into shot and

bundles him out of the way. The Pachy just misses both of

them and SMASHES into the buggy, causing it to flip onto

it's side. The Pachy falls to the ground but manages to pick

itself up, turns around shaking away the cobwebs, and points

towards the two workers who are now lay in a pile on the

floor. The dinosaur snorts, scratches its foot on the

ground, and charges. It takes three or four steps before

finally losing consciousness and collapsing with a THUD. The

men sit there staring for a moment while they catch their

breath, before standing and turning to look at each other. A

few beats pass before Perry slaps his hand on Kyle's

shoulder.

PERRY

Hahahaha!...Now wasn't THAT

exciting?

KYLE

...I'm gonna throw up.

Perry ambles over to the overturned buggy and reaches in to

find his walkie talkie.

PERRY

(Into walkie talkie)

Control, we have apprehended the

suspect. Come pick her up.
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VOICE

(From walkie talkie)

Ok, copy that. Sending an MVU

shortly. Stay with the Pachy so we

can track your location, over.

PERRY

(Into walkie talkie)

Got it.

(To Kyle)

Hey come over here and help me

right this thing would ya?

Kyle is still visibly shaken, but adheres to Perry's command

and joins him next to the buggy.

PERRY

Here, come this side. On three.

One, two...three...

They just about manage to tip the buggy onto its wheels.

PERRY

Whoo. Should be alright. These

things are sturdy, I've had worse

bumps than that, let me tell you!

KYLE

So what do we do now?

PERRY

Well, control are sending the MVU

out to take this girl back to where

she belongs. We have to wait here

until they arrive. Do you smoke?

He reaches into his pocket, pulls out a pack of cigarettes

and puts one in his mouth.

KYLE

No.

PERRY

Well, you should, it's fantastic.

He flicks open a silver lighter, lights the cigarette and

takes a satisfying drag. He sits down leaning against the

back of the Pachy.

PERRY

So tell me about yourself Kyle. Why

did you want to work for Jurassic

World?
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Kyle cautiously sits down next to him, with half an eye on

the sleeping animal.

KYLE

Well..who wouldn't I guess? This

place is amazing. And I just love

dinosaurs, man. Always have. I

remember seeing the news report,

you know after that stuff that

happened in San Diego? And there

was a shot of these animals. All

different kinds. Like nothing I'd

ever seen before outside of a

history book...All alive, now, for

real! I just wanted to be able to

come up close with them, to be able

to touch them. And here i am.

PERRY

Shit son you almost brought a tear

to my eye. I guess when you've been

working with them as long as I have

the...magic sort of disappears...

What's your favourite dinosaur?

KYLE

...Wow...Er...I mean...Tricratops

was always pretty special to me

growing up...

Perry starts to reveal a smile as he listens to Kyle gushing

about the animals.

KYLE

Then there's the Pteranadons...

Perry takes the cigarette out of his mouth and starts to

point towards him like he is about to make a correction.

KYLE

Not strictly dinosaurs I know, but,

flying reptiles. Either way they

are amazing. How something that

size can be so graceful. It's out

of this world...

PERRY

Or out of this time at least.

KYLE

And then there's the Raptors...
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As soon as he hears the R word Perry's expression changes.

The smile turns into more a look of concern. There is a look

in his eye that he is harbouring some sort of memories of

these animals. And not good ones.

PERRY

Now why do you like the Raptors

kid?

KYLE

I dunno man, I just like 'em.

They're smart...and there's

something about them being the same

size as us ya know? Being able to

look at them eye to eye. I think we

share that. There's some sort of

bond there, like we are connected

in some way...

Perry stubs out his cigarette and throws it on the ground.

He exhales the final plume of smoke. He has a look of

frustration on his face.

PERRY

You ever looked into the eyes of a

Raptor kid? I mean you ever TRULLY

been face to face with one of these

things? Seen into it's mind? Seen

into it's soul?

KYLE

Well no not up close, but from a

distancePERRY

Then you really have no idea...

These things are different. There

never has and probably never will

be anything that thinks the same

way they do, and that includes us,

no matter how high and mighty we

think we are... And to make matters

worse, there are rumours going

around that those wanna be Dr

Frankensteins in the lab are

tampering with them. Making them

smarter. Making them more lethal...

Kyle looks on, by now he is totally engulfed by what Perry

is saying, but does not yet seem to understand the severity

of what he is being told.
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PERRY

And on top of that. There's this

guy. They brought him in from the

navy. Young fella, thinks he knows

everything there is to know about

the world already...He's training

the Raptors.

KYLE

What for?

PERRY

Well it ain't to turn them into

pets that's for sure. From what I

hear, it's so we can work with

them...or rather, get them to work

for us.

KYLE

...That's awesome!

Perry stares Kyle in the eye for a few seconds.

PERRY

Awesome? Are you familiar with the

fable of the scorpion and the frog

Kyle?

KYLE

No sir.

PERRY

Well let me tell you. See the story

goes, that deep in the jungle there

was this wiiiide river. And sat on

one side of the river, was a frog

getting ready to cross. Now, all of

a sudden appears this scorpion. And

the scorpion asks this frog for a

ride across the river. Now, this

frog ain't stupid and he says to

the scorpion, 'Man, you're a damn

scorpion, if I put you on my back

you will sting me to death!' And

the scorpion looks at the frog and

says 'No my friend, if I stung you,

then we would both sink and I would

drown, it would not make any sense

for me to sting you'. The frog

thinks about this for a second, and

being the trusting soul that he is,

allows the scorpion to hop on his

(MORE)
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